Tonight's Menu

Red Team
idea area: outdoors
idea name: gaia milk dryer

Silver Team
idea area: automation
idea name: noribo

Pink Team
idea area: kid friendly
idea name: spence

Blue Team
idea area: commercial
idea name: happy egg

Purple Team
idea area: accessibility
idea name: grocery mate

Orange Team
idea area: appliances
idea name: dash

Green Team
idea area: green products
idea name: rensa

Yellow Team
idea area: cooking
idea name: true tourné

Musicians
Pipe Organ
Epp Sonin

Live band
Larry Dersch, drums
Charles Hanson, guitar & vocals
Jim Zavadoski, bass
Hayley Jane, vocals

Live Musical Selections, in order
popcorn, Hot Butter
under pressure, Queen
turning japanese, The Vapours
bring it all back, S club 7
cooking by the book, LazyTown
egg wash, Rose Royce
i'll be there for you, The Rembrandts
supermarket song, Peter Weatherall
young at heart, Rosemary Clooney
spice up your life, Spice Girls
forever young, Rod Stewart
bottled water, Mark Bishop
send me on my way, Rusted Root
potato, Cheryl Wheeler
celebration, Kool and the Gang

Thank you, Sponsors!